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this music is an adaptation of 24 hour sentiments to music. It's a musical transition from soul to acoustic

to rock with the vocal textures combining the smoothness of D'Angelo, the strength of Terrance Trent

D'Arby and the guitar influence of Lenny Kravi 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, ROCK: Acoustic

Details: ****Attention**** I've temporarily sold out of albums but "Sayingthings" and an unreleased

acoustic EP entitled "Simplement" is available digitally directly through me. Don't be scared just send me

an email to jonzxper@yahooand let me know what music you want and we'll go from there. I'll have more

hard copy records soon enough, I love y'all. Email me. Time,in its most infinite and limitless existence

swallows often the cries of those who are affected by it. On occaision we are reminded that life is tangible

and the lives that we read about and glamorize are no different than that of an average person. Who

represents the people? The average, hard working souls that seek to escape their lives and forget their

own situations in order to indulge in a fantasy created by entertainment, not artists. Who chronicles these

stories? On occasion, moments, periods, and decades are marked forever by those souls who have lived

and battled within it. These are the souls that give their lives and creativity to change art in life for the

better. Yet another has begun this journey, his name is Jonz. Arriving to Atlanta special delivery from

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jonz has captured crowds with both simple and elaborate performances. Combining his

skills as a self taught guitarist with his innate ability to compose music and write songs, Jonz revitalizes

the art behind the music. His songs provide heartfelt images of reality which enable his audiences to

reflect on love, life, pain and the lessons learned from each. Although unique in style one can't help but to

reminisce on familiar vocal textures displayed by D'Angelo, Prince, Lenny Kravitz and his many other

influences. This wide range is reflective in the variety of artists that Jonz has opened for from Dionne

Farris to Darius Rucker, to Doug E. Fresh. From his first big performance on Showtime at the Apollo to
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shows at the House of Blues Foundation Room and The Joint in Las Vegas, Jonz has been gracing

stages including those of Eddie's Attic and Club 1150 in Atlanta. No venue is too big or too small for

Jonz's melodies and set for the release of his first full length album "Saying Things", Jonz's rendez-vous

with the masses is upon us.
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